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VIII. ALL CONTROLS 

A. Radio Interference - Noise in radio. 

a. Contacts not closing with proper snap action. 

1. Weak relay coil on stack switch. Relay chatters as it 
tries to pull in. Replace control. 

2. Dirty contacts on relay armature. Just enough dirt 
to cause intermittent make and break of circuit. 
Clean carefully. 

3. Contact blades bent by rough handling. Install new 
control. 

4. Dirt in relay mechanism between relay armature and 
magnet core. Clean. DO NOT OIL ANY PARTS. 

b. Overload causing excessive arcing when breaking contacts. 
Determine cause of overload. If not remedied, this con-
dition will result in either burned out motor or some other 
"No Heat" call besides burning up the contacts. 

c. Low voltage condition causing relays to chatter. Check with 
voltmeter. 

B. Noise and Vibration. 

a. Not rigidly mounted. 

b. Loose screws, bolts, or covers. 

c. Dirt or other foreign matter between relay armature and 
magnet core causing chattering action. 

d. Low voltage condition causing hum.  

CHAPTER 29. 

Electrical Hook-ups 
! 	In this chapter is given a multiplicity of wiring diagrams 

covering practically all systems of automatic controls and their 
wiring as applied to burner installations of different types of 
heating systems. 

Both constant and intermittent ignition systems are covered. 
Among the many diagrams presented in this chapter are numerous 

Minneapolis Honeywell hook ups, followed by a number of Mercoid 
diagrams with explanations under each. 
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DIAGRAM 0-I 

PLATE 1 -Domestic control system for gravity warm air, hot water or steam installations. 
These diagrams and fhe following suggestions cover the common house- 	The dotted linen show the additional contiol and wiring necessary to 

hold installations using low pressure steam boilers, furnaces without 	use the steam heating boiler 'to heat domestic hot water throughout the 
circulating fans, hot water boilers without circulating pumps or summer- 	year when an indirect heater is used. Separate pages are available for 
winter domestic hot water heaters. The controls used are the same in 
each cave except for the limit control which' must be selected according 	warm air systems using circulating fans and for hot water plants using 

o the type of heating plant. 	 cir-ulating pumps or arranged for domestic hot water supply. 

FEATURES OF THIS SYSTEM: 	 For Steam—P404 Pressuretrol 	 YEAR 'ROUND HOT WATER: 
1 Burner operation by the thermostat in re- 	For Vapor—L408 Vaporstat (Specify 0-16 	Any low pressure steam boiler can be used to 

sponse to room temperature requirements. 	oz. or 0-4 Ibs). 	 automatically supply year-'round domestic hot 

2. Flame failure and ignition failure protection. - 	 water through the use of an indirect water 

3. High limit protection to guard against over- 	 . 	 heater. The only additional control needed is 

heating and excessive furnace or boiler 	1. On a call for heat by the Acrathcrm, the 	an L444A Immersion Aqumstat installed below 

temperatures 	 Protectorolay is actuated to start the burner, 	the water line in the boiler and wired as shown 

	

2. The burner continues in operation until 	by the dotted lines above. 
SPECIFY THESE CONTROLS: 	 the Acratherm in satisfied which then ac- 	OPTIONAL THERMOSTATS:  
I A room thermostat (Til Acratherns shown) 	tuates the Protectorclay to stop the burner. 	For completely automatic operation to give 

See diagram TFI.l for optional thermostats. 	3. In the event that excessively high tempera- 	lowered night temperature and return to day- 
2 A Profectoretay (RA116 or RAII7) 	 tures are reached in the furnace or boiler 	time temperature use the Till or TillS Cimino-  
3. A high limit control (select from the follow' 	the high limit control acts to stop the burner, 	therm. For manual lowered night temperature 

ing) 	 4. No operation of the burner is possible until 	and automatic return to daytime temperature 
For Warns Air—LA419 Airstat 	 the furnace or boiler has cooled to the on" 	use-the T109 Da-Nile Acratherm. (Soo Diagram 
For Hot Water—LA409 Aquastat 	 point of the high limit control. 	 TN-i for wiring diagram). 
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P1 ATE 2—Single zone summer-winter gravity hot water heating system with tank type domestic hot water heater. 

These diagrams and following suggestions cover a single zone, gravity 	command of the thermostat, the law limit conlrol'.operates the burner to 
hot water heating system with provision for year 'round domestic hot 	maintain proper domestic hot water temperature. Thus year 'round domes' 
water. During time winter, when the thermostat calls for heat, the boiler 	tic hot water is assured. This system can be used on a multiple zone 
water temperature will rise to whatever level is necessary to maintain 	installation simply by adding as many thermostats and motorized valves 
satisfactory room temperatures. When the bur'ier is not operating under 	as may be needed and wiring them for parallel Operation. 

FEATURES OF THIS SYSTEM: S. A Low Limit Contni (L444A) 	 burner between periods of Acratherm opera- 
1. 	Burner operation together with operation HOW THIS SYSTEM OPERATES: 	 tiori to maintain a minimum boiler water 

of the motorized valve in response to room I. 	On a call for heat by the Acratherm the 	temperature and thus assure year' 'round 
temperature requirements. K208A Valve is opened, which on opening 	domestic hot water. 

2. 	Safety operation of the burner to guard closes the circuit through the W52B switch 	ADDITIONAL ZONES: 
against ignition and flame failures, to actuate the Prolectorelay and start the 	Additional zones can be contro.11edthrough 

3. High limit protection to guard against room burner, 	 the addition of a T21A Acratherm and a K208A 
overheating and excessive boiler wafer tom- 2. The Motorized Valve remains open and the 	Motorized Valve and W52B Auxiliary Switch, 
perature. burner, continues in operation 	until the 	one of each for each additional zone. The con 

4. Low limit operation to assure year 'round Acratlierm is satisfied, when the Valve is 	trols should be wired so that any one of the 
domestic hot waler, closed and the burner is stopped. 	 Acratherms can operate its associated Motor- 

SPECIFY THESE CONTROLS: 3. 	Should the boiler watir temperature be- 	ized Valve and start the burner. 
I 	A 'ioom thermostat (T2IA) conic excessive, the High Limit Control will 	This control system is simple and when in- 
2. A Protectoreiay (itA117A) stop the burner, but the. Motorized Valve 	stalled with a correctly designed boiler and 
3. A Motorized Valve (K208A equipped with will 	ramain open until 	the Acratherm is 	correctly sized' indirect beater will maintain 

W52B Auxiliary Switch) satisfied, 	 a very even house temperature and also supply 
4. A High Limit Control (1,444A or LA409A) 4. The Low Limit Control will operate the 	Large quantities of dqsnestic hot water, 
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DIAGRAM SHOWING HOOKUP TO 230V. 
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DIAGRAM 0-WA-I 

FEATURES OF THIS SYSTEM: 
1. Burner operation by the Acratherm in re-

sponse to room temperature requirements. 
2. Thermostat control of the circulating fan. 
3. Safety operation of the burner to guard 

against ignition add flame failures. 
4. High limit protection to guard against over-

heating of the living quarters and to prevent 
excessive furnace smperature. 

SPECIFY THESE CONTROLS:. 
1. A coons 4hermostat (T1IA Acratherm) 
2. A Protectorelay (RA117A) 
3. A switching relay (11132A) 
4. A Combination Furnace Control (I.A401A) 
HOW THIS SYSTEM OPERATES: 
1. On a call for heat by the Acratherm the 

Psotsclorelay is actuated through the l3l32A 

switching relay to start the burner. 
At the same time the power circuit to the 
fan is established so that the fan can start 
as soon as the air in the furnace bonnet 
reaches the "fan on" point. Both "fan on" 
and "fan off" points are separably adjust-
able. 
Burner and fan continue to operate until 
the Acratherin is satisfied or until the room 
is up to temperature. 
Should the temperature 01 the air in the 
furnace bonnet reach the setting of the high 
limit switch while the Acratherm is calling 
for heat the burner, but not the fan, will 
be shut down. Under this condition, the fan 
will run until the bonnet temperature has 
dropped to the "fan cli" point on the Vw 
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PLATE 3--Domestic forced warm air system with bonnet control of fan - using a combination furnace control. 
These diagrams and the following suggestions cover a forced warm air 	forded by the Combination Control which eliminates the need for an extra installation where fan operation is governed by th e  temperature of the control air in the furnace bonnet. Burner operation is under control of the thermo- 

stat. A manual switch built into the Combination Furnace Control provides 	Substitution of a T1IIA Chronotherm or a T109A Da-Nite Acratherm for 	 fan continuous 	operation when desired, 
Another desirable feature of this system is the for the T11A Acratherm will make possible lowered night temperature 

high limit protection af- 	(See TH.l). 
FEATURES OF THIS SYSTEM. 
1 	Burner operation by the Acratherm in co- 

2. As soon as the air in the bonnetof the fur- 
nace is up to the temperature of the "fan start again until the bonnet temperature 

sponse to room temperature requirements. 
2. Furnace temperature control of the circu. 

on' 	setting of the Combination Control, 
- the circulating fan is started. 

has dropped sufficiently to permit the limit 
switch to remake the  circuit. 

lating fan. 
3 	Safety operatior. of the burner to guard 

3. The burner continues to operate until the 
Acratherm 

MANUAL OPERATION OF FAN:  
When 

against agmtior. and flame failures is satisfied or until the room is 
upto temperature. 

desirable, or in the summer months, 
continuous operation of the fan for purposes of 4. High limit protection to guard against over. 

heating of the living quart,rc and to pro-- 
4. The fan continues to run alter the burner 

is shut down only so long as the furnace 
ventilation can be had by turning the Fan 
Switch knob on the face of the LA401 Combina. vent excessive furnace temperature 

SPECIFY THESE CONTROLS: temperature is above the "fan off" point. 
Both "fan on" and "Ian off" 	are points 	sop- 

tion Control to the "manual" position. 
OPTIONAL 1. A room thermostat (T1IA Acratherm) arably adjustable. THERMOSTATS: 

2. A Protectorelay (RAII7A) 
3. A Combination Furnace Control (LA401A) 

S. Should the temperature of the air in the 
furnace bonnet 

For completely automatic lowered night tern. 
perature with return to daytime setting, specify 

HOW THIS SYSTEM OPERATES: reach the setting of th e  
high limit switch while the Acratherm is 

the T111A Chronotherm. For manually lowered 
1 	On a call fox beat by the Acrathern the 

Protactoralay Is actuated to start the burner. 
calling for heat the burner, but not the 
fan, 	be 

night temperature with automatic return to day-
time setting will 	shut down. The burner cannot therm (S.. 1I ' 	______ 
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PLATE 4—Domestic forccd warm air system with thermostat control of fan - using a combination furnace control. 
These diagrams and the following suggestions cover a forced warm 	Mon Control which eliminates the need for an extra control. 

air installation where both burner and fan operation are contr011ed by 	An alternate hook-up of the controls specified for this system Is shown 

the thermostat A manual switch built into the Combination Furnace Con- 	In the upper right corner of the wiring diagram. The choice of hook-up is 

trot provides for continuous fan operation when desired. Another desirable 	left to the installer to determine on the basis of local conditions. The same 

feature of this system is the high limit protection afforded by the Combine- 	sequence of control will be obtained from either hook-up. 

nec. Control. 
S. The burner cannot start again until the bon- 

net temperature has dropped sufficiently to 
permit the limit switch to remake the circuit. 

MANUAL OPERATION OF FAN: 
When desirable, or in the summer months, 

continuous operation of the fan for purposes of 
ventilation can be had by turning the Fan 
-Switch knob on the face of the LA401 Combina-
tion Control to the "manual" position. 
OPTIONALTHERMOSTATS: 

For completely automatic lowered night tem-
perature with return to daytime setting, specify 
the TI1IA Chxonotherrn, For manually towered 
night temperature with automatic return to day-
am  setting Specify the TI09A Da.Nite Acra-
therm (Sea Ti(4). 
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Protectorelay and Program Relay are actu- 
ated to start the burner and circulating fan. 

2. The fan starts when the air in the bonnot 
of the furnace is up to the "fan on" point 
of the Combination Control. 

3. The burner and fan operate until the ther-
mostat is satisfied or until the room is up 
to temperature. 

4. Should the temperature of the air in the 
furnace bonnet reach the limit switch set-
ting while the Acratherm is calling for heat 
the burner, but not the fan, will be shut 
down. ' Under this condition the fan will 
operate until the bonnet 'temperature 
has dropped to the 'Ian off" point. Both 
"Ian on" and 'fan off" points are separably 

adjustable:. The burner cannot start until 
the bonnet temperature has dropped suffi-
ciently to allow the limit switdh to remake 
the circuit. 

5. in the summer, or in mild weather, the Pro-
gram Relay can be switched over to circu-
late air for ventilation under command of 
the Acratherm. 

FAN OPERATION: 
A feature of this system is the dual method of 

obtaining fan operation for air circulation in 
the summer. Use of the switch on the RISSA 
Relay will give fan operation under command 
of the Acratherm. Use of the manual switch 
on the LA401A Control will give continuous 
fan operation ts of tie  A,.. 
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PLATE 5—Domestic forced warm air system with year round thermostat control of fan — using summer-winter relayand 
combination furnace control. 

These diagrams and the following suggestions cover a forced warm air 	Another desirable feature of this system is the high limit protection 
installation where burner operation and year 'round operation of the fan 	afforded by the Combination Control which eliminates the need for an 
are controlled by the thermostat. This sequence of control is obtained 	extra control. Substitution of a T111A Chronotherm or a TiO9A Da-Nite 
through use of a Summer-Winter Program Relay and a Combination Fur- 	Acratherm for the T11A Acratherm will make possible lowered night 
nace Control. 	 temperature (See.TH-1). 

FEATURES OF THIS SYSTEM: 
1. Burner operation by the Acratherm in re-

sponse to room temperature r equirements. 
2. Summer and Winter operation of the circu. 

lating fan under control of the Acratherm. 
3. Safety operation of the burner to guard 

against ignition and flame failures. 
4. High limit protection to guard a gainst over-

heating of the living quarters and to prevent 
excessive furnace temperature. 

SPECIFY THESE CONTROLS: 
1. A room thermostat (T11A Acratherm). 
2. A Protectorelay (R4117A) 
3. A Program Relay (RIS5A) 
4. A Combination Furnace Control (LA401A) 
HOW THIS SYSTEM OPERATES. 

.1. Ou a call for heat by the Acratherm the 
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PLATE 6—Steam heating system with summer-winter domestic hot water, using tank type heater. 

	

"These diagrams and the following suggestions covers single zone steam 	The High Limit Aquastat with its cement in the boiler.water will prevent 

	

system with provision for Summer-Winter domestic hot water. The low 	the boiler water from steaming v .ien the burner is operated by the Low 

	

Limit Aquastat is located in the storage tank and will start the burner 	
wit Aquastat in the, tank. In the summer the boiler water is not heated 
except when domestic hot water is required. A Pressuretrol combined with 

	

whenever necessary to maintain domestic hot water of proper temperature. 	a Lo-Water Cutoff on the boiler provide for safety of operation. 

FEATURES OF THIS SYSTEM: 
1. Burner operation by the thermostat in re-

sponse to room temperature requirements. 
2. Safety operation of the burner to guard 

against ignition and flame failures. 
3. Low limit operation to maintain minimum 

domestic hot water temperature coupled with 
high limit operation to prevent steaming. 

4. High limit protection to guard against ex-
cessive boiler pressure and prevent over-
heating of living quarters. 

S. Low water protection to safeguard the boiler. 

SPECIFY THESE CONTROLS: 
1. A room thermostat (TllA Acratherm) 
2. A Protectorelay (RA117A) 
3. A low limit Aquastat (L170A) 

4. A high limit Aquastat (L170A) 
S. A Pressuretrol (P404A) - 
6. A Lo-Water Cutoff (C402A) 

HOW THIS SYSTEM OPERATES: 
1. On a call for heat by the Acratherm the 

Protectorelay is actuated to start the burner. 
2. The burner continues in operation until the 

room is up to temperature or until the ther-
mostat is satisfied. 

3. Should the pressure in the boiler reach the 
setting of the Pressuretrol while the thermo-
stat is calling for heat the burner will be 
shut down.. The burner cannot be started 
until the pressure has dropped sufficiently 
to allow the Pressuzatrol to remake the cir-
cuit. 

4. Should the water level in the boiler drop 
below the operating level established by the 
Lo-Water 'Cutoff, the burner will be shut 
down and prevented from starting until the 
proper water level is restored. 

S. Between periods of thermostat operation, the 
low limit Aquastat in the tank will start the 
burner to maintain domestic hot. water of 
proper temperature. 

6. When heat for radiation * is not required 
the high limit Aquastat in the boiler will 
operate to prevent boiler water steaming 
when the burner is under command of the 
lout limit Aquasta! 
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FEATURES OF THIS SYSTEM: 

1 Burner operalion by the thermostat In re-
sponse 

 .4

o  room temporatuse requirements. 

2. Safety operation of the burner to guard 
against ignition and flame failure. 

3. Low limit operation to maintain minimum 
domestic hot water temperature. 

4. High limit protection to guard against ex-
cessive boiler pressure and to prevent over-
heating of living quarters. 

S. Low water protection to safeguard the boiler. 

SPECIFY THESE CONTROLS: 
1. A room thermostat (T11A Acratlierm) 

2. A Protectorelay (RA1I7A) 

3. A low limit Aquastat (L170A) 

4. A Pressuretrol (P404A) 

S. A Lo-Water Cutoff (C402A) 

%IOW THIS SYSTEM OPERATES: 
1. On a call for heat by the Acratherm the 

Protectorelay is actuated to start the burner. 

2. The burner continues in operation until the 
zoom is up to temperature, or until the ther-
mostat is satisfied. 

3. Should the pressure In the boiler reach the 
setting of the Pressuretrol while the ther-
mostat is. still calling for heat the burner 

will be shut down. The burner cannot be 
started until the pressure has dropped suf-
ficiently to allow the Pressuretrol to remake 
the circuit. 

4. Should the water level in the boiler drop 
below the operating level established by 
the Lo-Water Cutoff, the burner will be 
shut down and prevented from starting until 
the proper water level is restored. 

S. Between periods of thermostat operation, the 
low limit Aquastat in the tankloss heater 
will start the burner to maintain domestic 
hot water of proper temperature. 

PLATE 7—Steam heating system with year around domestic hot water, using tankless heater. 

	

These diagradis and the following suggestions cover a single zone steam 	Aquastat directly in the heater. In this system the Aquastat maintains the 

	

system with provision for Summer-Winter domestic hot water. The Low 	water temperature in the boiler below the boiling point during the summer 

	

Limit Aquastat may be mounted in the boiler itself, below the water line, 	and in mild weather, at.a temperature just high enough to insure an ade- 

	

or in any convenient Connection to the tankless heater. However, better 	quate supply of hot water for domestic use. Steam is generated for radiation 

	

results on most installations probably will be achieved by locating the 	only when required in colder weather. 
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PLATE 8—Forced hot water system with low voltage low limit to give year around domestic hot water, using tank type 
heater— tankless type optional. 

These diagrams and the following suggestions cover a domestir installs. 	taisidess type heater to provide domestic hot water. On such installations 
lion using a pump to circulate hot water, at the same time providing for 	it is recommended that the L444B be added to insure that the circulator 
plenty hot water the year 'round when a tank and indirect heater of suf. 	does not operate unless the boiler water is hot enough to heat the domestic 
licient capacity are used. The addition of the reverse acting L444B Isa. 	water to the proper temperature. The dotted lines show how the 1.4445 
mersion Aquastat enables the user to convert his system for use with a 	should be wired into the circuit. 

FEATURES OF THIS SYSTEM: 	 S. A low limit control (1.I70A) 	 down. The burner cannot be started until 
1. Burner and circulator operation by the 	6. Optional—A circulator control (L444B) 	 the boiler water has cooled to the "on" 

thermostat in response to room temperature 	7. A water circulator (M403B) 	 point of the limit control. The circulator 
requirements. 	 8. A flow valve (V56IA or V563A) 	 will continue in operation as long as the 

2. Minimum boiler water temperature main- 	HOW THIS SYSTEM OPERATES: 	 thermostat calls for heat. 
tamed at all limes. 	 1. On a call for heat by the Acratherm, the 	5. The low limit control will start the burner 

3. High Unfit protection to guard against ex- 	switching relay is actuated to start the cir- 	whenever necessary between periods of 
cessive boiler water temperature and to 	culator. 	 thermostat operation to maintain a minimum 
prevent overheating of the living quarters. 	2. At the same time a parallel circuit is es- 	boiler water temperature. 

4. Circulator control optional to prevent circu. 	tablished to the Protectorelay which starts 	L444B AQUASTAT OPTIONAL: 
lator operation unless boiler water tempera. 	the oil burner. 	 Th L4448 Aquaut& is shown. by the dotted 
lure is high enough to insure domestic hot 	3. The circulator and burner continue in oper. 	lines as an optional control to be added when 
water of proper temperature. 	 ation until the room is up to temperature, 	the system is to be used with a tanklpss type 

SPECIFY THESE CONTROLS: 	 or until the thermostat is satisfied, 	 heater. It will prevent circulator operation un- 
1. A room thermostat (TIIA Acratherm) 	 4. Should the temperature of the boiler water 	less the boiler water temperature is up to the 
2. A Protectorelay (RA117A) 	 reach the setting of the high limit control 	"on" point of the control. Thus, even without 
3. A switchiogrelay (11132A) 	 while the thermostat Is calling for heat the 	a tank, year 'round domestic hot water can be 
4. A high limit control (LA409A or L444A3 	burner, but not the circulator, will be shut 	assured. 
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PLATE 9--Summer-winter hot water system with tank type domestic water heater optional control for tanklcss type Itcatur. 

These diagrams and the following suggestions cover a domestic installs, 	a tankless typo heater to provide domestic hot water., On such installa- 
tion using a pump to circulate hot water, at the same time providing tot 	lions it is recommended that the L444B be added to insure that the cir- 
plenty hot water the year 'round when 	n indirect heater and tank of 	culator does not operate unless the boiler water is hot enough to heat 
sufficient capacity are used. The addition of the reverse acting L4445 	the domestic water to the proper temperature. The dotted lines show how 
Immertion Aquastat enables the user to convert his system for we with 	the L444B should be wired into the circuit. 

FEATURES OF THIS SYSTEM: HOW THIS SYSTEM OPERATES: continue in operation as long as the thermo- 
1 	Burner 	and 	circulator 	operation 	by 	the I. 	On a call for heat by the Acratherm, the stat calls for heat. 

thermostat in response to room temperature switching relay in the Summer-Winter Con- S. The L147A Summer-Winter Controller will 
requirements. troller is actuated to start the 	circulator, start the burner whenever necessary be- 

2. Maintenance of a minimum boiler water 2. 	At the same time a parallel circuit to the tween periods of thermostat operation to 
temperature. Protectorelay is established which starts the maintain a minimum boiler water tempera- 

3. 	High limit protection to guard against ex oil burner. turo. 
cessive boiler water temperature and to 3. The circulator and burner continue in op. 
prevent overheating of the living quarters. oration until the room is up to temperature, L444B AOUASTAT OPTIONAL: 

SPECIFY THESE CONTROLS: or until the thermostat is satisfied. The L444B Aquastat is shown by the dotted 
1. A room thermostat (TllA Acratherns) 4. 	Should the temperature of the boiler water lines as an optional control to be added when 
2. A Protectorolay (RA117A) reach the setting of the high limit control the system is to be used with a tanldess typo 
3. A Summer-Winter Controller (L147A) while the thermostat is calling for heat, the heater. It will prevent circulator operation un. 
4. A high limit control (LA409A or L444A) burner, but not the circulator, will be shut less the boiler water temperature is up to the 
S. Optional—A circulator control (L444B) down, The burner cannot be started until "on" point of the control. Thus, even without 
6. A water circulator (M4035) the boiler water has cooled to the "on" a tank year 'round domestic hot water can be 
7. A flow valve (VS61A or V563A) point of the limit control. The circulator will assured. 	 -, 

63 TAC RATHEAht 	

pl!7copcLA,e 	
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7  i 	
OR '444A 

2U, TAT 1 
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M403011 	 J 	
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f 
CABLE 	
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° c5NnU:T,, 	LATOR 	

atR 

	
-" 

NOT 
E 
 -ALL WIRING 

	
M4O3O 	 ::I;O'L1 AQ5IGN MUST 	PLY WITH 	 0- ~ OC 	

DE 	
DIAGRAM 0-HW-3 	

WIRING  

PLATE 10—Forced circulation summer-winter hot water system with tankless type domestic water heater. 

These diagrams and the following suggestions cover a domestic installa. 	vents operation of the circulator unless the boiler water is hot enough 	0 
lion using a'purnp to circulate hot water, at the same t,.rne providing for 	to provide radiation without interfering with the domestic hot water supply, 
plenty Ii I wa ter the year 'round when a tankless heater of su ffic ien t 
capacity is used Th 	e t the L628Combinat ion Ag t tn Thus, wi th .reasonable attentionto the 	 I setting of the L628A both 

maintedance of a minimum boiler water temperature at all times and pro. 	adequate radiation and domestic hot water can be assure.'t. 

FEATURES OF THIS SYSTEM: 	 4. A high limit control (LA409A or L444A) 	while the thermostat is calling for heat the 
L. Burner and circulator opera'tion by the 	5. A combination low limit and circulator con- 	burner, but not the circulator, will be shut 

thermosta t in response to room temperature 	trot (L628A) 	 down. The burner cannot be started until 
requirements. 	 6. A water circulator (M403B) 	 the boiler water has cooled to the "on" 

2. Maintenance of a minimum boiler water 	7 A flow valve (V561A or V563A) 	 point of the limit control. The circulates will 
temperature 	 HOW THIS SYSTEM OPERATES: 	 continue vi operation as long as the thermo. 

3, High limit protection to guard against ex. 	I. On a call for heat by the Acratherm the 	stat calls for heat. 
cessive boiler water temperature and to 	switching relay is actuated to start the 	5. The L628A Aquastat will start t1s, burner 
prevent oyerheating of the living quarters. 	circulator 	 whenever necessary between periods of 

4. Circulator control to prevent circulator op. 	2 At the same time a parallel circuit is es- 	thermostat operation to maintain a mini- 
eratson 'unless boiler water temperature is 	 tablishod to the Protectorelav which starts 	mum boiler water temperature. 
high enough to insure domestic hot water 	the oil burner 	 ' 	 6. The circulator control switch in the L628A 
of proper temperature 	 3. The circulator and burner continue in op. 	Aquastat will prevent circulator operation 

SPECIFY THESE CONTROLS: 	 eration until the room is up to temperature, 	unless the boiler water temperature is up to 
1 A room thermostat (U1A Acratherm) 	 or until the thermostat is satisfied, 	 the "eu' point of the control. Thus on a tank- 
2. ,A Protoctorelay (RA117A) 	 4. Should the temperature of the boiler water 	less installation, year 'round uomestsc hot 
3.' A . -. switching relay (R132A) 	 reach the setting of the high limit control 	water in sufficient quantity can be assured, 
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II PRIMARY CONTROL 
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 IN

LINE VOLTAGE — 
WIRING 	 DIAGRAM TH-I 

PLATE 11—OptIonal thermostats mr series 10 CIrCUItS to give lowered night temperarttre and liIInsI(lIty L on trIll. 

In most of the control systems the 'lilA Anratherm Is shown as standard 	therm. Note that a separate transformer is furnished with the Chronotherm 
equipment. The above diagrams and follovaig descriptions cover various 	to provide low voltage current for operating the Chronotherm clock 
alternate room controls which may be used with any Series 10 relay, 	motor. As indicated, this transformer should be wired in a separate lino 
Protoctorelay, Timer or Valve. Diagrams 1. 2, and 3 show the wiring 	or ahead of the control system so that the operation of the clock will not 
connections to be made in substituting the De-Nite Acratherm or Chrono. 	be interrupted It the rest ol the heating plant is shut down. 

THE HOOKUPS SHOWN ABOVE ARE- 	 . 	 HEATER PLUG TO BE USED. 
1. T109A Da-Nite Acratherm used with any Series 10 primary control. * 	

I
Be sure that the Accelerator or heater plug in the thermostat is correct 

2. TIOSA Chronotherm used with any Series tO primary control. 	 for the primary control being used. The TII1A Cisronotherm and T19A 
3. TI1A Chronotherm used with any Series 10 primary control.' 	 Twin Acratherrn use the narso heater plug as the T11A Acratherm. The 
4. }t17A Combination Humidity and Temperature Control used with any 	heater plugs for the T105A Chronotherni and the H17A Temperature. 

Series 10 primary control.' 	 . 	 Humidity control are different. When ordering be sure to specify the type 
Except the 54 relay.-uso T19A Thermostat with this relay, 	 of control equipment to be used with the thermostat. 
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r 	DUAL THERMOSTAT 
TYPE Nil SENSATRERM 

(LOW VOLTAGE) 

Electrical Hook Ups 	 299 

THERMOSTAT - 	
TYPE H SENSATHERM 

(LOW VOLTAGE) 

1-i  
SAFETY CONTROL 

I TYPE Jill PYRATRERN 
I FOR INTERMITTENT 

IGNITION BURNERS 

DAY-MIGHT TIME CLOCK 
TYPE T41 TIMERCOID 

LIII CflR 
LIMIT CONTROL 	 IP.lIISRN 

TYPE DA-31' 

TV... 

SAFETY CONTROL 
TYPE JUl PYRATHERM I 	 COMBINED PRESSURE AND 

FOR INTERMITTENT 	I 	 LOW WATER CONTROL IGNITION BURNERS 	 TYPE OA-13iQ 

andLoWWater  
Control 

HOT LINE 

MOTOR I I 

STEAM BOILER 

PLATE 13—or.trol hook-up for oil burner fired steam heating system with fully automatic 
day-night thermostatic control. This control hook-up quite generally employed in the 
field, covers an oil burner fired system where steam is generated for heating purposes only, 
and where the room temperature is automatically lowered at night in order to conserve fuel. 

1.. (M0;0r1.
OIL  STEAM BOILER ._.J...  

PLATE l -Control hook-Lip for oil burner fired low pressure steam heating system with low 
water protection. It is highly recommended that all oil burner fired steam boilers be 
equipped with low water controls to prevent burning up the boiler in the event the 
water line becomes low. This simplified control hook-up, in general use in the field, pro-
vides fully automatic regulation as well as low water protection to low pressure syptems 
where steam is generated for heating purposes only. 
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LOW VOLTAGE THERMOSTAT 

THERMOSTAT 
TYPE U S(NSATHFRM 

'LOW VOLTAGE 

• I THERMOSTAT 
- 	 TYPE H SENSATHEBM 

(LOW VOLTAGE) 

SAFETY CONTROL 
TYPE JMIPYRATUERM 

FOR INTERMITTENT 
IGNITION BURNERS 

....... FlrP 
SAFETY CONTROL 

TYPE JMI PYRATHERM 
FOR INTERMITTENT 
IGNITION BURNERS 

LIMIT CONTROL 
TYPE 0*36 

(STRAIGHT STEM) 

~YOL 	
OR TYPE DA-37 

(RACE ANGLE STEM) 

. ..................................................... .U.... ........... ...... 

PLATE IS—Control hook-up for oil burner fired steam heating system, providing year 
around domestic hot water through indirect heater. This hook-up covers a system in 
general use where the steam heating boiler is equipped with an indirect Taco heater 
(Taco heater not shown) for supplying year around domestic hot water. During the 
normal heating season steam must be furnished to the radiators, and in addition domes t; 
hot water must be generated. During mild or summer weather, when no heat is required 
in the building, domestic hot water alone must be generated without raising steam 

MOTOR 

HOT WATER .BOILER 	.... OIL 

P).ATE 16—Control hook-up for oil burner-fired hot water heating system - gravity cir-
culation. This simplified control hook-up, in general use in the field, covers an oil burner 
fired hot water heating system wherein the water circulates by gravity (no circulating 
pump employed). 
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	 Electrical Hook Ups 

TWO-STAGE THERMOSTAT 

Lill

TYPE HBH SENSATHERM 
 (LOW VOLTAGE) 

2nd stage 

OPERATING CONTROL 
TYPE ii5•W 

IMMERSATHERM 
tIMIT CONTROL 

OR TYPE DA-37 
(BACA ANGLE STEM) \ 

UNIT tTNt 	LIMIT CONTROL
IGNITION BURNERS 

	

T1JMI RT  ERM 	
Q 

 

FIGIRJH 	
FOR INTERMITTENT 

C. 3

FOR INTEIRMITIENT 

	

U1ION BURNERS 	
........................... 

i 

jj 
DAY-NIGHT TIME CLOCK 

TYPE 7.41 TINERCOID 

I 	DUAL THERMOSTAT 
I 	TYPE 1414 SENSATHGRM 
5t 	(LOW VOi.TAGE) 

LIMIT CONTROL 
TYPE DA-36 

(STRAIGHT STEM) 
OR TYPE BA.)? 

(BACK ANGLE STEM) 

• I  rim 
.:;. 

MW 

\ 	)Rt 

C. 	 LJ1 
HOT WATER BOILE..........' 	

! LI.  

PLATE 17—Control hook-up for oil  burner fired gravity circulation hot water heating system 	
PLATE 18—Control hook-up for oil burner fired, gravity circulation hot Water heating 

-- with  fully 	day-night thermostatic control. This control hook-up, q 	 system 	two stage thermostat minimizes cold air stratification. This hook-up is highly  
frequently employed in the field, covers an oil burner fired hot water heating system, 	recommended in Connection with ravity circulation hot water heating systems as cold L gravity 	 air stratification is reduced to a minimum resulting in greater heating comfort. wherein the water circulates y g lowered at night in ordeit (no circulating pump employed) and 

 to conserve fuel. 
where 

room temperature is automatically owe 
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305 

THERMOSTAT ri TYPE NO. 855-T 
(LINE VOLTAGEJI 

U 
SAFETY CONTROL 	\................. ......

.:::: 

TYPE JO)) PYRATHERM I 
FOR INTERMITTEh -T 
IG 

HIT 
 1014 BURNERS 

ilT 

LWIT CONTROL 
TYPE DA-36 

(STRAIGHT 
S OR TYPE DAM 

E, (BACK ANGLE STEM) 

TRANSFORMER-RELAY   
TYPE V2-3 

SAFETY CONTROL 
TYPE INTl PYRATHERM 

FOR INTERMITTENT 
IGPE)1l5H BURNERS 

:. L)TNT CONTROL 
TYPE DA-36 

(STRAIGHT STEM) 
OR TYPE DA - 37 

(BACK ANGLE STEM) 

I ~!! Ran 
L 	1•5 ' 

MICH 

NOT 
)AIR 

C SOS LOT OR 

S 	 - 	 Cit RUE1 

return 	 return 	 W 

\J..I...~ti.. 

PLATE 19—Control hook-up for oil burner fired hot water heating system with forced cir-
culation pump controlled by line voltage thermostat provides year around domestic 
hot water through indirect or tankless heater. This hook-up is quite generally employed 
in the field in connection with oil burner fired, forced circulation hot water heating 
systems which are equipped with indirect or tankless heaters (heaters not shown) for 
supplying year around domestic hot water. 

PLATE 20—Control hook-up for oil burner fired hot water heating system with forced cir-
culation pump controlled by low voltage thermostat - provides year around domestic 
hot water through indirect or tankless heater. 
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Içii ..RI THERMOSTAT 
J. 11 TYPE H SENSATHERM 

	

• 1 .11 	(LOW VOLTAGE) 

TRANSFORMER RELAY 
TYPE V2.3 

110 CON10L 

306 
	

Electrical Hook Ups 

t 
TRANSFORMER-RELAY. 

TYPE V2-105-110 

THERMOSTAT. - 
TYPE H SENSAIHERM 

(LOW VOLTAGE) 

SAFETY CONTROL \ 	 •:...3 	- 
TYPE JM 	PYRATHERM 	'. 

FOR INTERMITTENT 	
LIMIT CONTROL IGNITION BURNERS 	• 1 	TYPE OA-36 

• 	_____________________ 	 OR TYPE DA-37 (STRAIGHT STEM) 
(BACK ANGLE SY(M1 

Irrr:L, 	.. 
CONTROL. TYPE Ii5.W3 IMMERSATHERM 

Not URE 

I 	

I 	 REVERSE ACTION 

IIR \ EIRCHUIOR) 

/ 
FETY I SA 	CONTROL 

I TYPE Jul PYRATHERM 
I 	FOR INTERMITTENT 

IGNITION BURNERS In 
LIMIT CONTROL 

TYPE DA-36 
(STRAIGHISTEM) 

OR TYPE DA-37 
(RACK ANGLE STEM) 

i 	 circulation pump controlled by low voltage thermostat and reverse action temperature ng 

 

PLATE 22—Control hook-up for oil burner fired hot water heating system with forced 

PLATE 21—Control hook-up for oil burner fired, forced circulation hot water heat 

Very satisfactory results are obtained when this hook-up is employed in connection j 	 Oil burner fired hot water heating systems with forced circulation are quite generally system - providing year around domestic hot water through indirect or tankiess heate1 	control - provides year around domestic hot water through indirect or tankless heater. 

oil burner fired, forced circulation hot water systems which are equipped with indir 	 controlled as shown in this hook-up and very satisfactory results as well as economical  
or tankless heaters eaters not shown) for year around doestic hot water, 	 operation, are obtained. 
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TWO-STAGE THERMOSTAT 

	

TYPE HBH SEHSATH(RU 	
rRusroRMER.RftAy 

	

(LOW VOLTAGE) 

- 	 j 	

hh1 

	

2nd stagi 	
THERMOSTAT 

(Low VOLXAGI) 
, LJ  

LIMIT 
CONTROL 
TYPE DA-36 

LIMIT 
CONTROL 

SAFETY CONTROL 
FOR INTERMITTENT 

LIMIT ONTR 
- TYPE M.51 

SAFETY CONTROL 	
LIMIT% .. ...... CONTROL 

	

- 	 IGNITION BURNERS 	 1. 

I 	 .. 	 - 
II 

I 	OPERATING CONTROL 	 : 

	

TYPE OA36 153 	 1 V. 
NOT tokkt 

.- 

1ST 

	

WATER 	 - 

	

tltCtIIMOt 	 4 	_______________ 	RUTL,( 

ow - return 	 ;turn  

	

OL 	

HOT WATER BOILER 	 I 

	

ft 	 r. TRANS 

MOTOR 

	

PLATE 23—Control hook-up for oil burner fired, forced circulation hot water system, with 	 WARM AIR FURNACE 	 INURNER 

	

two stage thermostatic control, also providing year around domestic hot water through 	 .. .-.. ....... 

indirect or tankless heaters. Distinct advantages are realized when this hook-up is em- 

	

 
ployed inconnection with oil burner fired, forced circulation hot water systems which 	 PLATE 24—Control hook-up for oil burner fired warm air heating system - gravity cir- 

	

are equipped with indirect or tankless heaters (heaters not shown) for year around 	 culation. This simplified control hook-up, in general use in the field, covers an oil burner 

	

domestic hot water. 	
- 	

fired warm air system wherein the air circulates by gravity (no blower employed). 

'-a' 
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0 w w 

DAY-NIGHT TIME TIME CLOCK 	 I -t 	DUAL THERMOSTAT 
TYPE TO TIUEOCOID 	 /.: -J I TYPE HR SENSATHERM 

(LOW VOLTAGE) 

LIMIT CONTROL 
IRPL MN) 

SAFETY CONTROL 	 / 
TYPE JMI PYRATIIERM 	 I 

FOR INTERMITTENT 
IGNITION BURNERS 	 . 	 ('i) 

'.. 	 SEQTUT 

Ii)T 
LIME_i;i 

POOR 

60. 

I 
 

WARM AIR FURNACE 

PLATE 25--Control hook-up for oil burner fired gravity circulation warm air heating 
system, with fully automatic day-night thermostatic control. This control hook-up, 
quite frequently employed in the field, covers an oil burner fired warm air system wherein 
the air circulates by gravity (no blower employed) and where the room temperature is 
automatically lowered at night in order to conserve fuel. 

1 IJI I THERMOSTAT 

(LOW VOLTAGE) 

SAFETY CONTROL  
COMBINATION FAN 

/5f 

I

AND LIMIT CONTROL 
TYPE JMI PYRATHER14 	 TYPE M-80 

FOR INTERMITTENT 
IGNITION BURNERS 

HOT LIME r— 

OIL BUFORHEF 

I OIL 
OIL FAN 	

.J 

::.i 	 IFURNACE 	

BURNER MOTOR 
 

I1 LATE 26—Control hook-up for oil burner-fired warm air heating system equipped with 
forced circulation fan. Warm air heating systems equipped with oil burners and forced 
air circulating fans are most generally controlled as shown in this simplified hook-up. 
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PLATE 27—Control hook-up for oil burner fired, zone controlled warm air heating system 
with forced circulation. By zoning oil fired warm air heating systems with forced circu-
lation, very satisfactory results are obtained. This hook-up covers such a system with 
two zones, however, any number of zones can be employed. The combination fan and 
limit control (Type M-80) is provided with four simple adjustments for independently 
setting the cut-in and cut-out temperatures of both the fan and limit switches. The fan 
switch, which is open when the furnace is cold, prevents the fan operating and circulating 
cold air. 

CHAPTER 30 

Trouble Shooting 

As previously stated, there is a great multiplicity of types of 
so called oil burners. The author after making a study of the 
bulletins of practically all the manufacturers of high pressure 
domestic oil burners arrives at the conclusion that there are 
basic features common to all, differing in minor details. It may 
be said that they are now pretty well standardized. 

To illustrate trouble shooting the Delco burner is taken as 
an example, but the instructions may be applied in general to 
practically all high pressure oil burners. 

Procedure.—When an oil burner fails to operate, a system-
atic search is necessary in order to find the trouble with a 
minimum expenditure of time and effort. 

The following steps are arranged to provide a logical order of testing 
the burner and controls in order to locate the trouble quickly. It has 
been found through a study of the reasons for service calls that approx-
imately 60% of the troubles may be identified and easily cured by 
following the instructions here given for Trouble Shooting. 
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